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ABSTRACT 
This Final Year Project is about development scale model of steam engine 
with Stephenson Gearing System. Steam engine is device that use steam power to 
produce mechanical energy for a variety application. In actual operations, steam 
engine operates with low efficiency because of the bad management of steam intake 
and steam exhaust at the engine cylinder. This major problem can be encounter by 
equipping the Stephenson Gearing System at the steam engine. The objectives of this 
project are to design the steam engine components base on Mechanical Principles of 
Steam Engine and to investigate the Stephenson Gearing System operation in order 
to increase steam engine efficiency. All of the designed components are analyze with 
the calculation analysis of steam engine and the effectiveness of Stephenson Gearing 
System is showing in the motion simulation of the steam engine. Then best 
manufacturing process to fabricate this steam engine is discussed and this will help 
during fabrication session. So, the scale model of steam engine is ready to fabricate if 
the analysis and simulation on scale model of steam engine produce the positive 
results.
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ABSTRAK 
Projek tahun akhir mi adalah berkaitan dengan pembangunan model engin 
wap berskala dengan dilengkapi oleh Sistem Sawat Stephenson. Engin wap adalah 
sejenis alat yang mengunakan kuasa wap untuk menghasilkan tenaga mekanikal 
untuk perbagai pengunaan. Dalam keadaan sebanar, engin wap berfungsi dengan 
tidak cekap disebabkan masalah pengurusan masuk dan keluar wap ke dalam silinder 
engin. Masalah utama mi dapat diatasi dengaii melengkapi engin wap mi dengan 
Sistem Sawat Stephenson. Tujuan projek ini adalah untuk mereka bentuk komponen-
komponen enjin wap berdasarkan Prinsip-prinsip Mekanikal bagi Engin Wap dan 
menyiasat operasi Sistem Sawat Stephenson dalam meningkatkan kecekapan engin 
wap. Kesemua komponen enjin wap dianalisis dengan mengunakan analisis 
pengiraan untuk engin wap keberkesanan Sistem Sawat Stephenson dapat dilihat 
path simulasi pergerakan enjin wap ini. Proses pembuatan terbaik untuk 
menghasilkan enjin wap mi akan dibincangkan dan mi akan membantu semasa sesi 
pembuatan. Dengan mi, engin wap in dapatlah direka bentuk jika analisis dan 
simulasi terbadap model enjin wap mi menghasillcan keputusan yang balk.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1	 Project Background 
Steam engine is mechanical device used to transfer the energy of steam into 
mechanical energy for a variety of applications, including propulsion and generating 
electricity. The basic principle of the steam engine involves transforming the heat 
energy of steam into mechanical energy by permitting the steam to expand and cool 
in a cylinder equipped with a movable piston. Steam that is to be used for power or 
heating purposes is usually generated in a boiler. The simplest form of boiler is a 
closed vessel containing water, which is heated by a flame so that the water turns to 
saturated steam. The ordinary household heating system usually has a boiler of this 
type.
Early industrial steam engines were designed by Thomas Savery in 1698 but 
it was Thomas Newcomen and his atmospheric engine of 1712 that demonstrated the 
first operational and practical industrial engine. Together, Newcomen and Savery 
developed a beam engine that worked on the atmospheric, or vacuum, principle. The 
first industrial applications of the vacuum engines were in the pumping of water from 
deep mineshafts. In mineshaft pumps the reciprocating beam was connected to an 
operating rod that descended the shaft to a pump chamber. The oscillations of the 
operating rod are transferred to a pump piston that moves the water, through check 
valves, to the top of the shaft 
In 1769 James Watt, another member of the Lunar Society, patented the first 
significant improvements to the Newcomen type vacuum engine that made it much
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more fuel efficient. Wattts leap was to separate the condensing phase of the vacuum 
engine into a separate chamber, while keeping the piston and cylinder at the 
temperature of the steam. Additionally, unlike the Newcomen engine, the Watt 
engine operated smoothly enough to be connected to a drive shaft to provide rotary 
power. In early steam engines the piston is usually connected to a balanced beam, 
rather than directly to a connecting rod, and these engines are therefore known as 
beam engines. 
Steam engines still develop by scientist and engineer until now because steam 
engine is one of the potential alternative energy. Since industrial revolution period, 
steam engine developer was noticed that steam engines have their own advantages 
where useful to current technology applications and have the tremendous potential to 
improve their performance for future industrial technology applications. [5] 
There are many advantages when using steam engine in high technology and 
industrial applications. Current technology such as vehicle technology was contribute 
big percentage of pollutions and results the green house effect. By developing and 
use steam engines in daily applications, this problem can be dike and our 
environment will become fresh and safe again. [6] 
Steam engines also have the unique advantage and behavior. This engine will 
run quietly and very environmental friendly comparing with current engine. Today, 
the petroleum become decrease and the fuels become limited. This phenomenon is 
very hard situations because, mostly, current engine used gasoline as a fuel and 
cannot receive another fuel to operate it. But, a good new is, steam engine can run on 
a choice of fuel and the development of steam engines is the solution of fuel 
problem. [5] 
Another ability of steam engines is, it can run without the transmissions and 
this special behavior promise long life with low maintenance of steam engines.This 
tremendous advantage of steam engines was giving inspirations to me to develop the 
scale model of steam engine model. In this project, steam engine will design and
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analyze. The basic principles and Mechanical Principles of Steam Engine will apply 
in the design to make sure the steam engine can operate wisely and successfully at 
the end. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
In actual operation, steam engine always produces clearance volume on the 
cycle and it shown in the indicator diagram of cylinder pressure against cylinder 
volume. They are different because of the following reasons. 
Firstly, the pressure is drop in the steam line and produce the throttling effect 
of the valves. The result is pressure of the steam at entry is less than the boiler 
pressure, and falls slightly until cut-off occurs. Then the valve closure is not 
instantaneous, therefore, cut off is not a definite point. 
At release stroke, the valve take time to open, this produces the rounded tip of 
diagram. The exhaust valves closes before the end of the stroke, trapping a quantity 
of steam in the cylinder. This steam acts as a cushion thereby relieving stresses in the 
piston rod. The live steam is admitted before the end of the exhaust stroke. 
All the above limitations have the effect of reducing the effective area of the 
diagram. This means the improvement in steam cycles is desirable to increase the 
performance and efficiency of steam engine.
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Figure 1.1: Indicator diagram of steam cycle 
	
1.3	 Project Objectives 
i. To develop the scale model and components of steam engine that can 
use as a reference for steam engine fabrication. 
ii. To incorporate the Stephenson Gearing System in the scale model of 
steam engine and to proof that this gearing system can increase the cut-
off timing performance of sliding valve. 
	
1.4	 Project Scopes 
i. Literature study and conceptual steam engine. 
ii. Modeling the steam engine by using SolidWorks 2005 software. 
iii. Calculations analysis on the designed steam engine components. 
iv. Investigate the operation of Stephenson Gearing System by applying 
COSMOS Motion 2003 on steam engine model.
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1.5	 Thesis Depositions 
This project is about the development scale model of steam engine with 
Stephenson Gearing System. All of the project information is described in this report 
was divided in six chapters. The purpose of these chapters is to grouping the similar 
information in the same chapter and also to show the different between the 
information. 
Chapter 1 is explaining about the project introduction, including project 
background, problem statements, project objectives and project scopes. Chapter 2 is 
about literature review and this chapter explaining about the main concept in 
developing scale model of steam engine. This chapter also reviews the existing steam 
engine and described about their specifications. 
Methodology of this project is described in chapter 3. The methodology is 
summarizing in the flow chart form where the flow chart shows the beginning step 
until the final step in developing scale model of steam engine. Chapter 4 is about the 
discussions on theoretical calculation analysis of the designed components of steam 
engine. This chapter also discuss about the operation of Stephenson Gearing System 
in order to increase the cut-off timing performance of sliding valve. In this chapter 
we will know whether the model design of steam engine followed the Mechanical 
Principles of Steam Engine or not. The manufacturing process to fabricate this 
engine will be described in this chapter. 
The steam engine model can be fabricated when the analysis results 
proportional with the Mechanical Principles of Steam Engine. Finally, the conclusion 
and recommendations for developing scale model of steam engine project is 
described in chapter 6. In this chapter, whole of the project progress and problem 
will explain details and from this report, the project status will be known.
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1	 Introduction 
This chapter is purpose to explain about the conceptual and principles on 
developing scale model of steam engine. The steam engines that exist today also will 
review in this chapter and the potential concept of steam engine will be select to 
modeling the steam engine. In the end of this chapter, the desire concept on 
developing scale model of steam engine will be propose and this concept will be 
apply in modeling steam engine. 
2.2 Steam Engine Definition 
A steam engine is an external combustion heat engine that makes use of the 
heat energy that exists in steam, converting it to mechanical work. Steam engines 
were used as the prime mover in pumping stations, locomotives, steam ships, traction 
engines, steam lorries and other road vehicles. 
They were essential to the Industrial Revolution and saw widespread 
commercial use driving machinery in factories and mills, although most have since 
been superseded by internal combustion engines and electric motors. Steam turbines, 
technically a type of steam engine, are still widely used for generating electricity. 
About 86 % of all electric power in the world is generated by use of steam turbines.
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A steam engine requires a boiler to heat water into Steam. The expansion of 
steam exerts force upon a piston or turbine blade, whose motion can be harnessed for 
the work of turning wheels or driving other machinery. One of the advantages of the 
steam engine is that any heat source can be used to raise steam in the boiler, but the 
most common is a fire fueled by wood, coal or oil or the heat energy generated in a 
nuclear reactor. [5] 
2.3	 Reciprocating Engine 
Reciprocating engines use the action of steam to move a piston in a sealed 
chamber or cylinder. The reciprocating action of the piston can be translated via a 
mechanical linkage into either linear motion, usually for working water or air pumps, 
or else into rotary motion to drive the flywheel of a stationary engine, or else the 
wheels of a vehicle. [5] 
2.3.1 Vacuum Engine 
Early steam engines, or fire engines as they were at first called such as 
atmospheric and Watt's condensing engines, worked on the vacuum principle and are 
thus known as vacuum engines. Such engines operate by admitting low pressure 
steam into an operating chamber or cylinder. The inlet valve is then closed and the 
steam cooled, condensing it to a smaller volume and thus creating a vacuum in the 
cylinder. The upper end of the cylinder being open to the atmospheric pressure 
operates on the opposite side of a piston, pushing the piston to the bottom of the 
cylinder. The piston is connected by a chain to the end of a large beam pivoted near 
its middle. A weighted force pump is connected by a chain to the opposite end of the 
beam which gives the pumping stroke and returns the piston to the top of the cylinder 
by force of gravity, the low pressure steam being insufficient to move the piston 
upwards. [5]
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2.3.2 High Pressure Engine 
In a high pressure engine, steam is raised in a boiler to a high pressure and 
temperature and then admitted to a working chamber where it expands and acts upon 
a piston. The importance of raising steam under pressure is that it attains a higher 
temperature. Thus, any engine using such steam operates at a higher temperature 
differential than is possible with a low pressure vacuum engine. After displacing the 
vacuum engine, the high pressure engine became the basis for further development of 
reciprocating steam technology. 
High pressure steam also has the advantage that engines can be much smaller 
for a given power range, and thus less expensive. There are also the benefits that 
steam engines then could be developed that were small enough and powerful enough 
to propel themselves while doing useful work. As a result, steam power for 
transportation became a practicality, most notably steam locomotives and ships, 
which revolutionized cargo businesses, travel, military strategy, and essentially every 
aspect of society at the time. [5] 
2.3.2.1 Double Acting Engine 
In the double-acting engine, steam is admitted alternately to each side of the 
piston while the other is exhausting. This requires inlet and exhaust ports at either 
end of the cylinder with steam flow being controlled by valves. This system 
increases the speed and smoothness of the reciprocation and allows the cylinder to be 
mounted horizontally or at an angle. 
Power is transmitted from the piston by a sliding rod which in turn drives a 
connecting rod via a sliding crosshead. This in combination with the connecting rod 
converts the reciprocating motion to rotary motion. The inlet and exhaust valves have 
their reciprocating motion derived from the rotary motion by way of an additional 
crank mounted eccentrically from the drive shaft. The valve gear may include a 
reversing mechanism to allow reversal of the rotary motion. [5]
2.4 Steam Engine Review 
2.4.1 Newcoman Atmospheric Engine 
Newcoman atmospheric engine is first truly successful steam engine to drive 
a pump to remove water from mines. The engine is called an atmospheric engine 
because the greatest steam pressure used is near atmospheric pressure. 
Figure 2.1: Newcoman atmospheric engine 
The steam engine consists of a steam piston/cylinder that moves a large 
wooden beam to drive the water pump. The engine does not use steam pressure to 
push up the steam piston. Rather, the system is constructed so that the beam is 
heavier on the main pump side, and gravity pulls down the main pump side of the 
beam. Weights are added to the main pump side if necessary. The pumps in Figure 2 
expel water on upward pump piston stroke, in agreement with the pumps used in the 
equipment at the time, and the discussion follows that design. In order to draw water 
into the main pump on the right side of the diagram, consider a cycle that starts with 
the beam tipped down on the right.
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The cylinder below the steam piston is first filled with atmospheric pressure 
steam and then water is sprayed into the cylinder to condense the steam. The 
resulting vacuum pulls the steam piston down, pulling the main pump piston 
upwards, lifting the water above the main pump piston and filling the lower main 
pump chamber with water. At the bottom of the steam piston stroke, a valve opens to 
restore the steam cylinder to atmospheric pressure, and the beam tips down on the 
right by gravity, permitting the main piston to fall. As the main piston falls, the water 
from below the piston passes to the chamber above the piston as explained later. 
Atmospheric pressure steam enters the steam cylinder during this step, enabling the 
process to be repeated. [7] 
2.4.2 Green Steam Engine 
Figure 2.2: Green steam engine 
Green steam engine is lightweight and compact alternative power generator 
exists today. A full size engine such as the one in the picture weighs as little as 5 lb 
yet produces ample power to run a boat or a generator. Its amazingly small profile 
allows it to be used in very small spaces.
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This steam engine is piston engine type because of converting reciprocating 
movement into rotary movement. Robert Green used patented crank mechanism 
called "flexible rod transmission" to provide this engine with the advantage of 
eliminating the typical crankshaft and cam that requires lubrication and precision 
machining. It also provides the unique configuration whereby the cylinders are 
aligned in the same direction as the main shaft The result is a compact, lightweight 
and slim engine that is extremely simple to construct and assemble. 
The pistons and valves operate off a short piece of flexible shaft. Because the 
flexible shaft is fixed and cannot rotate, the piston rods and valve push rod are held 
in position while being reciprocated. The cylinders float, attached to a swivel ball 
fitting at their base. Much of the structure and weight of a typical steam engine has 
been eliminated. 
The unique feature of the flexible rod transmission is that it produces an 
intermittent movement whereby the valve movement is stopped in its open and 
closed position during the power and exhaust strokes. This gives prolonged, thily 
opened valve timing. In compliment, the pistons are held stationary while the valve 
moves between phases. The Output shaft continues rotation while the pistons stand 
still. The result is that the efficiency is increased dramatically. The overall friction of 
the engine is reduced due to the small number of light weight moving parts, and the 
use of ball bearings throughout. The flex rod is nearly frictionless as the flexing is 
Re a spring in which the energy required to flex it is returned in equal amounts. 
This engine may be made in a variety of configurations and sizes. For 
example, one can change piston size and stroke length in a matter of a couple of 
minutes. One cylinder may be substituted for an air pump cylinder to provide air or 
water pumping. It can have one or a plurality of cylinders without increasing the 
number of bearings. Modem materials and methods have been applied to this steam 
engine to achieve new results and to bring steam power up to date. [6]
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2.43 Jensen Steam Engine 
Figure 2.3: Jensen steam engine 
The steam engine runs on steam pressure made by heating water in a boiler 
the same way water is boiled in a tea kettle. The first practical steam engines were 
built about 1700 and were used to pump water. Over the years steam engines where 
built to operate many types of equipment from autos, such as the Stanley Steamer, to 
farm tractors, trains and ships. The steam engine reached its peak use around 1900. 
[4]
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2.4.4 Watt Steam Engine
Figure 2.4: Watt steam engine 
Watt steam engine was used separated condenser in their steam engine. This 
invention was save much energy when to heat the cylinder. The Watt engine, like the 
Newcomen engine, operated on the principle of a vacuum pulling the steam piston 
down. However, Watts steam cylinder remained hot at all times. Valves permitted 
the steam to be sucked into a separate condenser and then pumped along with any 
gases using the air pump. [5]
